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THE HOTCHKISS 

REVOLVING CAN NON, 

ETC. 

INTRODUCTORY HISTORICAL NOTE ON THE 

HOTCHKISS REVOLVING CANNON. 

IT was during the Franco-German war, in 1870, that 

Mr. B. B. Hotchkiss first conceived the idea of constructing a 

simple machine-gun, which should fire a small cast-iron explo-

sive shell with great rapidity, at very long ranges, and which 

should have no recoil to interfere with the continual operation 

of the gun, or the accuracy of its fire. 

It was in the S<;tme year that the first gun of this kind, 

made at Vienna, was fired in· the presence of the Austrian 

Artillery Committee, and though it was thereby proved to be 

excellent as to general principle, it left much to be desired 

from a ballistical point of view. 
A 2 
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central shaft. The series of barrels arc m this way placed in a 

rectangular frame, which is attached to the breech, the ncar end 

of the shaft penetrating the same to receive the rotary motion 

from the driving gear. 

The breech itself is composed of a solid cast-iron breech-

block, weighing 175 kilogrammes. This absorbs the greater part 

of the recoil. It has a door at the rear-end, which can be easily 

opened, so that ' the mechanism is freely . accessible, and can' 

if necessary, be dismounted and put back into its place in a few 

minutes without the aid of any special tools. 

A peculiar feature in this gun consists in the barrels remaining 

still during the discharge, so that there is no movement . of any 

kind to impede the accuracy of fire. This stop or lost motion 

is obtained by the shape of the driving-worm, which is so con-

structed that the inclined driving-thread only covers half its cir-

cumference, the other half of the thread being straight. The effect 

of this is, that the barrels ·only revolve during half a revolution 

of the worm, and stand still during the other half revolution. 

The combination of the mechanism 1s so arranged that the 

loading, firing, and extracting takes place during this pause. 

This feature is of great importance for the accuracy of fire, and 

the durability of the system. 

The worm-shaft projects through the breech on the right side, 
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and has a crank with which the whole system is moved ; on the 

kft siJc of the worm-shaft a smell crank is attached, by which the 

loading- and extraction of the cartridg-e-shells is effected in the 

following- manner :-

On the interior face of the left side of the breech a cog--

wheel is mounted, with two horizontal racks, the one being- placed 

above, the other under, this cog-wheel, and parallel to the axis 

of the barrels, so that in moving one of these racks the other is 

moved by the cog-wheel in the opposite direction. Part of the 

lower rack forms a vertical slot, in which the small crank on the 

left side of the worm-shaft works. The rotation of the latter 

consequently gives an alternating and opposite movement to the 

two racks, so that while the one is going forward, the other 

moves back, and reciprocally. 

The under-rack forms the extractor, the upper one moves a 

piston which drives the cartridg-es into the bahels, the cartridg-e 

being placed before the piston, in the trough in which it moves; 

and during the time the barrels are motionless it is introduced 

into the one standing before the trough. The cartridge is not, 

"driven-home" entirely, but its head is in view of an inclined plane 

cut into the metal of the breech, on which it slides when it is 

moved by the rotation of the barrels. This completes the 

introduction of the cartridge into its chamber. The piston itself 
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is a simple cylinder connected with the rack, and running in a 

slot in the conducting-trough. 

When the racks are in their extreme positions, they remain 

still a moment. This stop is obtained by giving the slot in its 

centre part a circular shape concentrically to the shaft of the 

crank. This is necessary, because at the moment of the barrels 

arriving at the end of their course, the head of the cartridge-case 

becomes engaged in the hooks of the extractor, which would not 

be possible if it were in motion at the time. 

The extractor is a large double- hook at the end of the 

bottom rack; it is very solid, and its proper working is certain 

under all circumstances. 

After the cartridge is extracted from the barrel, it strikes 

against an ejector, which pushes it out of the ex tractor, and it 

falls to the ground through an opening in the under part of the 

breech. The firin~-pin has an elongation, pointing downwards, 

which, by the operation of a spring, is pressed against a cam 

on the worm, and as the worm rotates, the cam drives the firing-

pin back, and compresses the spring. The moment the firing-pin 

becomes liberated, it strikes the primer of the cartridge, and 

the discharge takes place. 

To obviate the difficulties which exist in other systems, 

when the cartridges are piled one upon the other, the opening 
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of the introduction-trough is closed by a little door, which 

goe:; down by the weight of the cartridges, the first of which 

drops into the trough, and then the piston in moving forward 

raises the door, and allows no more cartridges to enter until the 

proper time. 

All parts of the mechanism are very strong and durable, 

and hardly exceed in number those of an ordinary small-arm, 

there being besides the group of barrels, thirteen parts, viz. :-

r, 2. The breech-block with its door for closing the rear-end. 

3, 4, 5. The crank-shaft, with its worm for moving the barrels, 

and small crank for working the loader and extractor. 

6. The crank. 

7, 8. The firing pin and spiral spring. 

9· The extractor. 

ro, I I. The loading-piston and rack for moving it. 

I2. The cog-wheel for transmitting the movement of the 

extractor to the loading-piston, and, 

I 3- The door for regulating the feed of cartridges. 

a 
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THE OPERATION OF THE MECHANISM, THE 

RAPIDITY OF FIRE, AND THE NUMBER OF MEN 

T O WORK THE GUN. 

The operation of the mechanism may be described as 

follows, supposing the crank to be in continual motion :-

A cartridge is placed in the introduction-trough, the piston 

pushes it into the barrel, then the barrels begin to revolve, 

and the cartridge is carried on till it arrives before the firing-

pin which penetrates the solid part of the breech, and which 

has in the meantime been retracted by the action of the cam. 

Then, as soon as the cartridge has arrived into this position, 

the barrels cease to revolve, and the primer of the cartridge is 

struck by the firing-pin and discharged; then the revolution of 

the barrels begins again, and the fired cartridge-shell is carried 

on until it comes to the extractor, this in the meantime has 

arrived up to the barrels and the cartridge-head rolls into it. 

As soon as the head is laid hold of by the extractor, the 

barrels again cease to revolve, and during this period the 

cartridge-shell is withdrawn and dropped to the ground. As 

during every stoppage of the barrels the gun is supplied with 

a new cartridge, and the firing and extraction is also per-

formed, during this time a continuous but slow fire is kept 

up. By supplying the gun in this manner w{th single cartridges, 

a)Jout thirty rounds per minute may be fired. 
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Should rapid firing be re<Juired, the gun is then supplied, not 

with single cartridges, but with "feed-cases,'' containing groups of 

ten cartridges each, and in this manner from sixty to eighty 

rounds per minute can be tired, with only three men to work 

the gun ; viz., one man to train the gun and revolve the crank; 

one man to place the " feed-cases" containing the cartridges 

into the " feed-trough; " and a third man at the ammunition 

chest, to charge the "feed-cases," and to hand them to the 

charger. 

Attached to the frame is a turn-table, which connects the 

cannon to the "trunnion-saddle," arranged in such manner that 

without displacing the carriage, a certain amount of lateral 

motion as well as of elevation may be given to the gun. Thus 

the gun is made to sweep horizontally along a line, by adjust-

ment, between each single shot, or during rapid discharge. 

THE AMMUNITION. 

The ammunition for the Revolving Cannon consists of a centre-

fire metallic cartridge of special construction, holding in each 

one the powder, the projectile, and the lubricating-wad, arranged 

like the similar ammunition generally used for small arms. 

Two different kinds of projectiles arc uscu, the one an 

explosive shell, and the other a case-shot. Nothing need be said 
B 2 



of the latter, as it docs not differ from the common case or 

canister shot used 111 ordinary cannon. 

THE SHELL. 

The shell is of a novel construction ; it is of cast iron, of a 

cylindro-ogival shape, slightly rounded at the rear end. The 

packing consists of a brass coat of about one calibre in length, 

and placed equidistantly from the centre of gravity. This coat 

is a piece of soft brass tubing, contracted with great pressure 

over the body of the projectile, it being provided with longitudinal 

grooves, and two grooves encircling it at the top and bottom 

ends of the packing. The coating is forced into these grooves, 

and any disturbance of it on the body at starting is thus 

obviated . These grooves serve at the same time as breaking-lines 

of the shell. 

After the coating is attached to the projectile, some small 

saw-tooth-like :.;roovcs are cut into it, to reduce the strain while 

being forced through the rifling of the barrel. These grooves 

can be filled with a lubricating substance, and this is then carried 

perfectly between the projectile and the bore of the barrel. 

The coating of the projectile 1s conical at its front part, 

corresponding with the cone in the projectile chamber, so that 
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it is exactly centered in the bore as soon as the forward move-

ment commences. lts rear end is cylindrical to within about 

one-third of its length. 

The shell is turned smooth all over, and is 0-4'"'"* 111 

diameter less than the bore of the barrel. This projectile is 

made with great care and exactncs:-;, with only a very small 

Jcviation in dimension. 

THE FUSE. 

The fuse employed is that known as the Hotchkiss percussion 

fuse used in large quantities during the last war in A merica. 

It consists of a gun-metal body, closed at the front end with 

a nose screw, forming the ogival point of the projectile ; it has a 

conical hole at the rear, which is closed with a lead pluf; (the 

safety-plug) pressed in very tightly, so that the plug projects a 

little through the base of the body-case, towards the inside. 

The plunger is composed of lead cast into a brass casing to 

s~rengthcn it, :1.nd to prevent the lead being upset by the shock 

o.f discharge. A brass wire is cast into the lead of the plunger, 

and holds it suspended in the case, the wire going through the 

hole in the bottom of the case, and being held securely in position 

by the safety-plug. The plunger has a nipple cast into the lead, 

* In these pages the French measurements of length and weight are thu s 
abbreviated:--" met." for metre; "em." for cen timetre ; "mm." for milimctre; 
'' kil." for kilogramme; "gL" for gramme. 
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and is primed with an ordinary gun-cap; tn its axis it has a powder-

cham bcr conta ining the igniting charge. 

The operat ion of the fu se is thus :-The safety-plug is dis-

lodged backwards into lhe interi or of the projectile by the shock 

of discharge, the wire lhcn being not held tight in the hole, the 

plunger is disengaged and rests on the bottom of the fuse case, 

and is free to move 111 the line of axis. When the flight 

of the projectile is suddenly retarded by its strikin g any object, 

th e plunger, in coJtscqucncc of its inertia, is driven forward, and 

the primer strikes against the nose-screw, thus ignitin rr the 

powder in the channel, and so firing the bursting charge of the 

projectile. 

The Hotchkiss percussion-fuse is extremely simple in its con-

struction, and requires no adjustment before usc. It is perfectly 

safe in transport, and during all manipulations with the pro-

jectiles, as the plunger is hdd ccurcly by the safety-plug, which 

must receive the great shock of the discharge to discharge it 

from its hole, and thus liberate the plunger. 

Til E CARTRIDGE CASE. 

The cartridge-case consists of a spirally-rolled tube of sheet-

brass, strengthened at the head with an inside and an outside 
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cup. T he head is punched-out of sheet iron, and is fastened to 

the cups with three rivets. 

The primer consists of a case holtling the anvi l, and is 

closed at the bottom end by the cap containing fulminate ; 

it is fitted into a hole which penet rates the head and both 

cups, and it projects through into the inside of the cartridge-

case. 

This cartridge, which can be manufactured with great facility, 

on account of its simplicity, has proved itself to be of a very 

durable quality, and it can be used repeatedly. 

The construction of the body of the cartridge allows it to 

expand to the chamber of the gun without the metal being 

stretched, so that after the discharge it contracts itself again 

to its previous· diameter, thus leaving the fired case perfectly 

loose in the chamber for extraction. 

THE LUBRICATOR. 

The lubricator consists of a wad of felt Gmm thick, dipped in 

a solution of mixed tallow and beeswax. A paper disc is placed 

between the lubricating wad and the charge, to prevent the 

powder getting damaged by the greasy surface of the lubricator. 

The projectile is merely pressed into the neck of the 

cartridge and is not clenched, as there is enough friction to 
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hold it absolutely secure. Of course the ammunition is, as m 

the case of all modern small arm ammunition, which it 

resembles, rendered safe against influences of weather and danger 

of explosion. 

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGIITS, &c. OF 

Calibre 

Total length of Lore 

Length of rifling . 

Rifling; one turn in 

THE GUN. 

T wist :md depth of grooves uniform. 

Number of grooves 

Width of lands . 

Depth of grooves 

Number of barrels 

Diameter of barrel over the powder chamber 

Diameter of barrel at the muzzle . 

Weight of each barrel 

Radius of sights . 

Vertical distance of the line of sigh t from the common axis 

of the barrels 

Hori zontal ditto. ditto. 

Weight of gun 

Total weight of gun with traversing apparatus 

3 711111\ 

I 276"'"' 

12 

z.sm:n 

5 

88""" 

62111 111 

35 kl~ 

687'"'" 

53 111111 

r6s""" 
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PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND \VEIGilTS 
OF TilE i\MMUNTTION. 

(a) ExrLOsrvr:-SHELL. 

Length of body 
Entire length with fuse 
Length of brass coating, equidistant from centre of gravity 
Diameter of body 
Diameter of brass coating . 
Weight of body of the projectile 
Weight of fuse . 

*Weight of bursting charge . 
Total weight of projectile complete for firing 

Length of case . 
Exterior diameter of case 
Number of balls 

(b) CASE-SHOT. 

Diameter of each ball 
Average weight of each ball 
Total weight of shot 

Length of cartridge case 
Diameter of head 

(c) CARTRIDGE-CASE. 

Diameter of body near the head 
Diameter of body in front 
'Y eight of cartridge case 

(d) CHARGE OF POWDER. 

Charge 
Proportion of charge to weight of projectile 
Weight of complete cartridge 
Length of complete cartridge 

93111111 

III mm 

3gmrn 

36.6 111111 

38""" 
495;:' 
roo~' 

zs ~· 

szo~· 

IIImm 

36·Smm 

24 

r6"'"' 
30!1' 

9oo"' 

120mm 

45·5"'m 
41.7mm 

37·5mm 
I roll" 

rzoll'' 

4·33 
7 sogr 

207111111 

* It would be advisable to use either gun-cotton or picrate- powder for 
the bursting charge, as these would throw the fragments forward with more force 
than ordinary gunpowder, and thus ·produce a greater destructive effect. 

c 
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THE CARRIAGE. 

For the Revolving Cannon a speciaf carriage has been con-

structed ; this was foun d necessary, as the ordinary field gun-

carriage is not provided with the means for procuring an excel-

lent and immoveable rest for this gun. 

The trail of the carriage consists of two brackets of steel 

plate, connected by three transoms and bolts, the rear-end being 

connected by the trai l eye-piece. The brackets diverge against 

the trunnions. 

The trunnion-bearings, and the bearings for the axle-tree, 

are riveted to the outside of the brackets, and are fitted in the 

ordinary manner. 

The axle-tree is of steel, the arms being slightly conical. 

The wheels have metallic naves and ring-tires. The nave consists 

of two parts : the inside flange with the pipe box, and the outside 

flange. The spokes are cut in a conical form at their " hub" 

ends, so that they fill the nave flanges, and the two parts of the 

nave are bolted together with the spokes with six screws. 

These wheels are very strong, and have been found practical 

and economical in service, and they allow spokes to be easily 

substituted for others when broken. 
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The elevating arrangement consists of a screw working in a 

gun-metal nut, resting in the oscillating bearing ; this nut is 

revolved by conical gear wheels from the left side of the trail, 

the top enJ of the screw being attached to the trunnion saddle 

plate. 

The handspike is hinged to the trail so as to fold back in 

travelling. A tool-box is placed between the trail, this at the same 

time makes a solid connection of the trail brackets. 

The carriage of the Revolving Cannon is usually provided 

with a light steel shield for the protection of the gunners from 

small arms fire. 

This shield is of three parts, made to fold together, thus 

forming seats for two men. It can immediately, when coming 

into action, be unfolded, and only the muzzles of the barrels and 

the wheels of the carriage are exposed to the enemy. The steel 

plates are 6 mm. in thickness. 

Two boxes are attached to the axletree, each to carry three 

feed-cases loaded with ten rounds of ammunition. 

On the carriages not provided with a shield, these ammunition 

boxes are protected by light steel plates in front, and have a lid 

of steel, which, when raised, forms a small protecting-shield, and 
c 2 
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when closed, they form scats for two gunners, so that with two or 

three gunners on the limber, a sufficient number of men to serve 

the piece would be taken into action with the gun itself. 

To check the recoil of the gun, a brake of the following 

construction is used :-

Each axle-arm has a screw cut on its extremity, this carries 

a nut, forming a conical cap, partly enveloping the front side of 

the wheel nave, which is likewise conical, to fit the inside of the 

cap; thi-s has a short crank, by which it can be revolved on the axle. 

When screwed-up, this cap grips the cone of the nave of the wheel, 

and the tighter the cap is screwed-up so the wheel turns with the 

more difficulty on its axis, until it gets immovably locked on the 

axle by the friction of the cones. When the cap is unscrewed, it is 

disengaged from the wheel, which then can turn freely on the axle. 

The screws on the ends of the axle-arms have right and left-

handed threads, so that the caps become tightened by the effcc.t 

of the recoil. 

This brake is used at the same time as an ordinary travelling-

brake, and it can be applied without the carriage being stopped, 

as is necessary with the shoe-brake commonly used on gun 

carriages. 
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PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF THE 

CARRIAGE. 

Weight of carnage, with wheels, ammunition boxes, and 
accessories, complete 

Weight of steel shield 
Weight of wheels, each . 
Diameter of wheels 
Weight of trail on the ground 
Weight of trail when hooked on limber-hook 
Track of wheels 
Angle of trail with the ground 
Height of trunnions above the ground . 
Extreme angles of elevation and .depression 
Greatest angle of dispersion with horizontal training 

apparatus 

530kil. 

ISOkil. 

sskil. 

1400mm 

4S<il. 

20kil. 

ISOOmm 

I 7o3o' 
Jo6omm 

- so+ 25? 

30 



THE LIMDER AND TIIE AMMUNITION-CHEST. 

The limber resembles 111 general construction the French 

Government service limber; it consists of a frame-work of wood, 

placed upon wheels of equal size and construction as those of the 

gun-carriage. 

The axlctree is of steel, it has no axlctree-bed, but is attached 

directly to the "futchells." 

The trail of the gun-carria~ hooks up to a hook- pintail 

attached to the axlctree. The limber has a swing splinter-bar 

to which the traces of the horses are attached, and the shaft is 

arranged for double draught. 

The limber carries an ammunition-chest made of wood, con-

veying four hundred rounds of ammunition, and it is fitted with four 

boxes, each containing one hundred rounds. The cartridges are held 

immovably in the boxes when the lids are closed, to prevent their 

being injured in travelling over rough roads. The ammunition-

chest is covered with painted sail-cloth, and is rendered water-

tight ; the corners are protected by angle-irons, and it is attached to 

the limber by two hooks and screws. 

The weight of the limber, with ammunition-chest complete 

is 300 kil. 
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL WEIGHTS. 

Kil. 

Gun, with lateral training apparatus . . 550 

Carriage, with all accessories . 420 

Limber, wth ammunition chest . 300 

Four hundred and sixty rounds of ammunition 345 

Four gunners . . • • 2 40 

Total . . 1855 

This weight distributed over six horses, gives 309 kil. per horse, 

a very low rate, the usual weight for the draught of a horse in 

light artillery being about 350 kil.; so that this gun possesses 

that which in modern warfare is so necessary-the quality of easy 

transportability to a satisfactory extent. 
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RESULTS OBTAINED 
REVOLVING CANNON 

IN }ANUARY, 1874· 

WITH THE 
AT GAVRE, 

Initial velocities measured at 25'""1. distance from the muzzle. 

French Ripault powder, density of charge, 0.908.* 

Weight of charge roo!:'· I 10~'· 

Weight of projectile 5°71:'· 5°71:''· 
Mean initial velocity 42 I. 7 met. 43 2.9mct. 

RANGE, DEFLECTION, AND DEVIATION. 

Weight of projectile 507 ~"'·, charge IOO!:'· Ripault powder. 

Total angle of elevation 
Velocity {parallel to line of fire . 
of wind perpendicular to line of fire 
Density of air 
Mean range . 
Mean deflection to the right . 
Mean { longitudinal 
deviation lateral . 
Mean angular deviation (in minutes) 
Mean deviation in velocity 

* From nhcad. t From righl. 

34° 47 ' 
3. 1 mct. * 
1.lmct.f 

1.247 
40I4mct. 
32.2mct, 
2 s .omct, 

r .smct. 

o' 14" 
0.01 I 4'""' 

From the above table it will be seen that the accuracy of 

fire is more remarkable than has been known to have been 

• Since this period, some new ballistical improvements have been made on 
this gun, and at trials made by the French Government at Bourges in June, I 874, 
a mean initi;J] velocity of 458.8"'0 ' · was obtained with I 1~· of powder, and a 
projectile weighing 507~'· 

Elevation . 
Range in met. 

The ranges at this trial were :--
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obtained from any other gun, the proportion of the mean 

longitudinal deviation to the range being only 0.00623, and that 

of the mean lateral deviation 0.00039, whilst the mean variation 

in velocity 0.01 14m••· is practically nothing. 

MAXIMUM RANGE. 

The maximum range of the Hotchkiss Revolving Cannon of 

the model of 1874, with a projectile weighing 52cf" and a 

charge of I 20gr, is about sooomet.. The corresponding angle of 

elevation is 35°· The projectiles ricochet up to about 

3000mct. 

BURSTING OF THE PROJECTILES. 

A number of projectiles charged with 25~~"· of musket 

powder were burst by means of electricity, in a wooden box 

measuring one cubic metre, filled with wet sand, so that all the 

fragments were obtained after the explosion. 

The average number of fragments from each projectile were 

fifteen of iron, three of the brass coa,ting, and the fuse, com-

prising: 

Three pieces weighing between Iw'· and Sofl'· 
Five , , Sif· , 2 51:'· 
Eleven 

" 
zs.rr. 

" 
ref"· 

In all cases the bottom of the projectile came off m one 

piece, weighing about 8o"'·. The lines of rupture generally pass 

through the cuts under the brass coating. 
D 



SENSITIVENESS AND GENERAL ACTION OF THE 

PERCUSSION-FUSE. 

At the trial of the Revolving Cannon at Gavre s'everal shots 

were fired into the sea at angles of- z', + r s', + 2°, + 3o, + so, 

and all the projectiles burst on striking the water. 

Twenty-five fuses were fired at different angles from zd to 

34° 47', and no missfirc occurred. 

At a trial in Roumania, in July, 1874, three hundred and 

twenty shots were fired at elevations from 3° to 6" 30', and no fu se 

was found which had not acted properly. 

PENETRATION OF THE PROJECTILES. 

The gun was placed at rsomet. distance before a target of 

oak rz <m. thick. Three shots were fired , all penetrating the target, 

the first shot bursting a few metres behind it. The second shot 

burst 400mot. and the third shot 300mct. behind the target after 

having struck the ground. 

Three shots were fired against a cast-steel plate, romm. thick, 

at the same distance of I somct. from the gun. . The first two shots 

penetrated the plate, and burst a few metres behind it. The third 

shot, which was directed against an oak framework zs cm. thick, 

to which the plate was fastened, penetrated the latter, and burst 

inside the wood, tearing and splitting it about r zoomm. in length. 
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GENERAL REMARKS ON THE SYSTEM. 

On thus e?'amining the results obtained by the Revolving 

Cannon, it is found to be an arm of very superior capacity and of 

well-calculated proportions. The power of the powder is utilised 

in a high degree, for with a projectile weighing 520C'-., and with a 

charge of about one-fifth, there results an initial velocity of 

45811let. and a range of about sooowet.; an effect which only recently 

has been obtained with regular field artillery, whilst the 

precision of the fire in both range and direction is remarkable 

{n the greatest degree, surpassing anything that has been obtained 

up to the present time. 

The trajectory of the gun is, for an effective range, low, and 

a very precise, rapid, and effective fire can be kept up at a range 

of 40001110
\ corresponding with an elevation of 20 °. 

This· machine-gun has, besides its great ac~uracy and range, 

the peculiar and valuable advantage of firing explosive projectiles, 

producing the greatest moral and physical damage to the enemy, 

and enabling at the same time to rectify its fire by observing 

the explosions of falling projectiles, thus giving it an incontestible 

superiority over all other machine guns and mitrailleuses. 

As there is rio recoil and no change of direction during the 

fire, the gun, once laid, will continue to throw from sixty to 
D 2 
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eighty explosive shells per minute, at ranges approaching to those 

of field artillery, on the same spot, or on various points of any 

line requi;·ing the same elevation, without any further operations 

than those of supplying the gun with cartridges, turning the.: 

crank, and regulating the lateral adjustment. 

The essentially mech3.nical arrangement of the system 1s 

simple and compact; the working parts arc strong and of simple 

form, and they are all encased within the solid breech, and not 

one of them is exposeu to the shock of discharge. 

The brass coating of the projectiles affords an excellent 

bearing for the grooves of the rifling, and at the same time 

obviates the difficulties of leading and fouling of the bore, while 

the saw or tooth-like grooves cut into it reduce the friction to 

the greatest possible extent, thus g iving a satisfactory velocity 

with a minimum of strain on the gun. 

The metallic cartridge always produces an absolutely gas-

tight closure of the breech. 

Another feature of this arm, to be well estimated in actual 

service, is its facility of manipulation. The operation of loading 

is simple, and the gunners only require the briefest instruction, 

as, besides the laying of the gun, nothing is necessary but to 

supply it with cartridges, and to revolve the crank. 
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COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF THE HOTCHKISS 

REVOLVING CANNON WITH THOSE OBTAINED BY 

OTHER GUNS AT GAVRE 

A part of the before-mentioned trial at Gavre in ] uly, 1873, 

comprised some practice with a revolving cannon under exactly 

the same conditions as with four Gatling guns of different calibres, 

which had shortly before been under experiment by the same 

commission, with a view of comparing the effects of these different 

kind of arms. 

The guns under test were as follows :-

NATURE OF ARM. 
Weight of Charge. B.urnting I Weight of 
Pr:>jectile. Charge. liun. 

36.68"'"' Revolving Cannon . 49o.ooi:'· Bs.oo•"· zo.oo~" 47Skit 

z 5· s•nn• Gatling Gun 256.8slr'· 3 I. 77gr. - 347k'l. 

I 6,6""" 
" " 97·521:'' 1 9·3311

'' - 33Sku. 

1 1 rum 

" " 
24.201:'' 5· I 6llT· - . I 70kU. 

11mm Mountain Gatling 24.201:'· 5· J61r'· - 64kU. 



FIRST EXPERBIE:\'T : Firing against a battalion of Infa ntry in columns, divided into three troops or 

companies, represented by three T a rge ts, each r,8o"'e' high, and 70"' ... long, placed a t distances 70"'c'. apart. 

Distance of all guns from the first Target, 1650"'" .. . 

TABLE I. 

I 

::: '-

""' :~ 0 

~ I\!i~lll ER OF lilTS. .4 :=:g 
~ 

::: 
-~ 0 ::: ..... .:.t.·..::: 

"' E 0 ..... ~·§ t « v E ~ - - --
::l..~ I _6 ;;. ::: <....: 

I t 
'-

" ::: 0 ~ ~ 
NATIJRE OF ARM. '·' 0 '- ., 

I .0 ., 
:::.<: ~ o -

" E !;;/) " 0 .r= ;; " " ·:5 '-
~ ~ t." ~ ;: '-v 

I 0 0 " 

I 
"' " ... "' "' .. " . ""' ~ '"SJ ., r r 

I 
r -;; l:: <i::: 

~ 

I 
c .c 

~ I 0 "' 
.D ., 

< E ;;; v 

I 
-e ::>.., ::: 0.. 

~ - )( :::; ~ 

I 
..,., r I :::; ., 

?; I /. z 
"" I ' ,-- - -- -- -- --- -- ---

' I 
I I I 

36.68'""' Revolving Cannon . 6°36 ' 8o 53·6 3 39 I 3 55 70 1.0-J. 36 . .jO 

I 1 mm Gatling Gun . go25 ' I -J.OO I 5· 7 19 24 2 45 I I. 25 2.s5 26.32 
I I I I"'"' Mountain Gatling 10°1 5• I 4"" 17 ·1 6 IO 0 !6 3·70 0.89 8.62 ,)) 

I I I 
' 
' I 

----·· -

The superio ri ty of t he Revoh·ing Cannon is here well marked. 

(J..) 

N 



SECO)I D EXPERIMENT: Firing against a battalion of Infantry in columns, divided into platcons reprc~entcd 

by 6 Targets each, I,8omet. high, and 35m•r. long, placed 35"'•' distance apart. Distance of all guns frc m first 

target, 1795m•t.. 

NAT URL OF AR~I. 

TABLE II. 

. § I I (; ~ :;:: NUMBER OF HITS. _:1 ....: "2 
g I .E § I ;:: .~ ~ -g 

·.::: .!! E 1 ._ ~ ~~ 
~ ..... e -- -=> c.. c.. 
;:; § < 0 I I I .... (; "' ~ ~ ... c; _:;:: ~ 4.1 .. ~ c 

...: 
"' " 0 
I'-. 

,..... - c.,!( • ...; _; ....: ...; .; ,... tlll :to (; I 'o ~ .E t ~ ~ ~ ~ EO § ~ 'c :"§ I u ~ '""' ,e ~ a I c; j ~ a ~ ~ ~ '-; ~-
';!' _g :c c-. r c-. r r r -;; ~ !E I ;=.; 

"' > 

~ ~ ! , ~ ] 1~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~ ~ ~~ 
-~---------1 I --,----,--,------- I 

36.68mm Revolving Cannon 

25.5mm Gatling Gun 

x6.6mm Gatling Gun 

6?30' 

6ox• 

6°14' 

So 

300 

216 

53·6 

I 13·4 

36·5 

2 

12 

3 

49 

76 

6 

20 I 
3 

25 42 

66 12 

6 20 
5 I 

1 39 

3 J72 

I 41 

1 7 3· 7 

57·33 

18.9 

In this case, also, the Revolving Cannon much surpasses the other Guns. 

2.59 I 90.32 

1.45 33·82 

0.90 3!.+9 

v• 
v.. 
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By the aid of ext racts from the ''Official Rt:port on Com-

pditin! Experiments of the Montig ny Mitrailkur ;uHl G;1tl in g 

Guns, :tt Shocburyness, in August and September, 1 R7o." there 

:1rc means of making a comparison of the Hotchkiss Rc,·olvin;.:-

Cannon with the guns under consideration ;1t that trial. 

The followin g tables comprise the practice at ranges of 

12 8o"'c'· and 189o"'•'·, as a comparison can only be then made if 

the ranges and other circumstances do not differ largely from 

each other. 

TRIALS AT SHOEI3URYNESS IN 1870. 

First Experiment: Firing against a column of targets 16-44'"''' 

long, representing 90 infantry, divided into three troops or companies 

18. 30"'e1. apart. Distance of all guns from first target, 128o'"ct. 

Time of firing, two minutes. 

TABLE III. 

"' 
I 

~ "'0 
-~ = -0 :::: 

10<: '-- c 
""' NATURE OF ARM. '-- " 0 "' 0 '- .. tJJ 

t;~ _g ~ 

I 
.0 E 5 
E ~ 

u z t; 

""' - - ----
I 

25.5mm Gatling Gun I 38 I 2 55 99 

16.6"'"' 
" " I 

:!39 236 98 

I 1 mm 
I 

" " 
I 

545 104 
I 

19 

Montigny Mitrailleur. 272 68 2-1-

I I 
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Second Experiment: Firing agai nst a column of targets 

8,22"'•' long, representing 45 infantry, divided into three troops 

or companies 27m••· apart. Distance of all guns from first target, 

1890met. Time of firing, two minutes. 

TABLE IV. 

'r I ~ -g ~ 
::1 i i 0 

0:: ..... ... ] ..... 0 

N ATU RE OF ARM. 
0 

~ 0 ... ... 
... u: .., 

" .., ,!:> c ,!:> e s "' ::1 ~ ::1 z "' z D.; 

--

25-Smm. Gatling Gun . 238 I 99 41 

r6'"'"· 
" 

,. 338 164 48 

I. I 

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE FOREGOING. 

In comparing the results obtained in Table I., we find that 

the -number of hits per 100 shots fired with the Revolving Cannon, 

during an equal length of time, are six times greater than those 

obtained with the I 1'"'" Gatling Gun, and twenty times greater 

than with the I 1 mm Mountain Gatling. 

E 



The number of hits per kil. of expended ammunition 1;; less 

for the Revolving Cannon than for the Field Gatling, but more 

than for the Mountain Gatling, while the effective power• is:-

For the Revolving Cannon 

For the Field Gatling . 

For the Mountain Gatling 

In Table II. the percentage of hits of the Revolving Cannon 

IS three times higher than the zs.smm Gatling, and mne times 

higher than that of the 16.6""" Gatling, and the number of hits 

• By the effective power of a n arm is understood the compound quantity 
which is governed by the number of hits on the targets, the time of firing, the 
dista nce the ta rgets a re placed from the gun , and the dimensions of these targets. 

1 n the determination of the effective power, there are, besides the unit of 
time, two quantities, which are fixed by the conditions of the practice, viz., the 
r,tnge and the dimensions of the targets, as these are chosen analogically to 
the circumstances under which the arms to be tested arc subjected in actual 
service, we have the means of comparing different kinds of arms under the 
practical conditions they are employed in. 

Observe that the effective power under the above stated conditions affords 
no judgment of the weight of ammunition expended ; and as there are certain 
cases where it is not only important to know· what effect can be produced with 
an arm, but what quantity of ammunition it requires to produce \his effect, it is 
necessary to compare these two figures with each other, and we can thus form 
a true judgment of the merits of the different arms. 

This definition of effective power is used by the French Artilleries, and in 
the present case is taken out of the " Memorial de l'Artillerie de Ia Marine,'· 
2"'<· livraison, 1874, where the comparative trials of the Hotchkiss Revoh·ing 
Cannon with the other guns are reported. 
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per kil. of expended ammunition is nearly double of those obtained 

with the 25 .5, and nearly three times that of the 16.6""" Gatling. 

The effective powers are :-

For the Revolving Cannon 
For the 25.5"'m Gatling 
For the 16.6mm Gatling 

90·3~ 

33·82 

31.49 

That is to say, in this case the Rt!<.JJ/i'ing Cannon obtained 

an effect ncnrl.Y three times as destructi<'e as the Gatling guns, 'i.l1itlt rm 

apcnditun· of lta/f the 'lueight of amllumition. 

Comparing the number of hits per cent. of the guns in Tables 

II I. and IV. \\·ith the Revolving Cannon, in Tabies I. and II., the 

number of hits is higher for the Revolving Cannon than for all 

other guns. 

Note the time of firing in Tables I. and II. was one minute, 

whilst the times of firing in Tables III. and IV. were two 

minutes, so that, considering the time of firing, the number of 

hits is much greater for the Revolving Cannon than for the 

other guns. 

In tlze report of tlze "Memorial de l'Artillerie de la Mariue,'' 

:!"" livraison, 1874, page JIJ, it says: "L~ ca11on rt'l'olver Hotclzkiss 

r/alise 11/l tir rapide et precis jusqzt' a ],500""'· ct sur des troupes 

p!acies en co!omze, ou sur des tirail!eurs prcsentant une grande pro-



jolldmr, il pmt produirc, a des dista11CCS sup/ricunr a Ia limilc dlt 

lir tjjh,zcc de l'infantcrie, des cf!cts pl11s consid/rablcs que lcs mitmi/-

/cuscs Gatli7~f·'' 

It must also be remarked that these results \\'ere obtained 

with a Revolving Cannon of the first model, built in I8JI , of 

inferior ballistical capacity, with a projectile weighing 490~' and 

a charge of 8 s~' Since this time the inventor has, from his own 

experiences, and according to some valuable suggestions and 

indications made by the committee of experiments at Gavre, 

•augmented the power of his arm, so that there is reason to expect 

from the guns of most recent elate, w-ing a projec tile of 520"' and 

a charge of 120~'· , results much superior to those obtai ned at Gane 

in January, 1873, and it IS to be regretted that sufficient data for 

making a comparison of the effects obtained with the la test 

models did not exist. 

Judging from the general results, it may be concluded that 

the Hotchkiss Revolving Cannon is in most respects superior to, 

and can be used with greater advantage than, any other arm tested 

in the Tables from I. to IV.* for all purposes of defence, or on 

• Tire Jlfemorinl de l 'Arli/la ie de In Jlfarine, 2"'• li7,rnismr, 18741 sr~J'S, in 

p age 310: "La justes.re at ·direction est rcmarrnble, In jus/esse r?t jJo?'l /e est 

sntisjnisnnlc, ct /e lir conser"Je sa rt,f{lnril/ jusq11' Li I a j)()?'lt't: m m.·ima d<' l'ob11s 

ou du bortlet, so it 3,6oo et 4,000 me/res/ /e cnuon ,.,.i_,o!uer n douc tz eel lgm-d 

wu sujJen'orit! incontestable s11r les milrnillettSt'S q11i out dt!jr'r ttl l'.t·nmiu/<s." 
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open ground at ranges approaching fi eld artillery, for damaging 

materiel, and reaching troops behind cover; for the employment 

in advanced trenches or field works; and for repelling cavalry 

attacks and assaults on forts. This gun may be applied for 

offensive purposes in nearly all cases where light artillery can be 

advantageously used. It is, besides, a very valuable arm for 

marine use, when placed on the decks of ships, or for arming 

boats and for landing purposes. 

For the last-named purposes, where it is not necessary that 

the gun should be absolutely without recoil, a lighter model is 

manufactured, its weight being only about 300 kil. 

In the Hotchkiss Revolving Cannon the advantages of the 

Mitrailleuse are combined with the long ranges, precision, and moral 

effect of the explosive . shells of artillery.. The projectiles have 

also, to a certain extent, the penetrating power of the same. 

The superiority of the Revolving Cannon over Mitrailleuses 

becomes the more remarkable the greater the distance at 

which it is used; :whilst at ranges up to 250 or 300"'•'· and 

for purposes of flank defence, case-shot also can be used with 

success. 

It is evident therefore that both in mechanism and in general 

results, this arm possesses important advantages over all other 

systems of machine-guns. 
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The system of the Hotchkiss Revolving Cannon is not 

restricted to any particular calibre ; it can be constructed either 

as a Mitrailleuse, which employs small-arm ammunition, or of 

calibres much larger than the before described gun, thereby 

affording the advantage of uniformity in the system of armament. 

Two essentially different calibres ·besides the 37rn"' calibre 

Revolving Cannon are now manufactured ; the one is known as 

the " Hotchkiss Mitrailleuse," and another gun, designed specially 

for use in forts or fortified positions, this latter with a calibre 

of 52""" and a projectile weighing zkil. 

THE HOTCHKISS MITRAILLEUSE. 

This arm entirely resembles the Revolving Cannon in its 

construction, but it is generally made with nine instead of five 

barrels, the motion of the crank being accelerated by two helical 

wheels, to allow a speed of fire of about r so shots per minute. 

This comparatively low speed has been adopted to insure the 

perfect and reliable action of the gun, as it is known that most 

of the defects in the working of other systems of Mitrailleuses 

are due, in great part, to the excessive speed at which the 

mechanism has to work, and the .impossibility of being able to 

supply the gun with ammunition with the necessary precision and 

order. 

The speed of I 50 rounds per minute allows the application 

of the simple mechanism adopted for this arm, and it is also 
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with it to be less feared that ammunition may be unnecessarily 

wasted, as is the case with guns firing excessively fast. 

As in the Revolving Cannon, the turning of the crank causes 

the automatic loading firing and extraction of the fired 

cartridge-shells, all these operations being performed continuously 

during the movement of the crank. 

The cartridges arc carried in feed-cases, packed parallel to 

each other, each case holding twenty-five cartridges. The cases 

arc separately placed into the feed-trough, and from this they 

are automatically distributed to the barrels and fired. 

The construction of the carriage is also similar to that of 

the Revolving Cannon. 

A traversing apparatus on the gun enables it to be pointed 

111 a horizontal direction as well as in elevation, without moving 

the trail of the carriage, and the balls can thus be distributed 

over a sector of a circle within its range during the fire, by 

adjusting the traverse. 

The gun has no movement during fire, it being of sufficient 

weight to resist the recoil of each discharge. 

This gun has many other valuable advantages, its supenor 

ballistical features making it a very formidable weapon. Besides 
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this, the simplicity and durability of its mechanism better 

qualifies it for actual service than the Mitrailleusc guns hitherto 

constructed. 

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF THE 

HOTCHKISS MITRAILLEUSE. 

Calibre 

Number of barrels 

Length 

Rifling 
(

Number of grooves 

Depth of grooves 

Width of lands 

Twist, one turn in 

Diameter of barrels over the powder chamber 

Diameter of barrels at the muzzle 

Weight of gun . 

Weight of gun with carriage and traversing apparatus, 
complete 

9 

7 

8ookiL 

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF THE 

AMMUNITION. 

Charge of powder 

Weight of ball . 

Length of ball in calibres . 

Length of cartridge-case 

Weight of entire cartridge . 

Length of entire cartridge . 

IooGT· 
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TH I~ 1-lOTCIIKlSS REVOLVING FORTIFICATION-GUN. 

This gun is also identical in its general construction with the 

Revolving Cannon; but as it is designed to be employed as 

a gun of position, it is of a larger calibre, firing a projectile 

of zki!. with a charge of o.sodil. 

The inventor's idea is to enable a very quick, prc(: ise , and 

effective tire to be directed at any particular point within a 

range of 6:JOO to 7000 metres ; that the gun sha ll be subject 

to no recoil or other movement preventing its continual action; 

and that the ope ration s of loading, tiring, &c., sha ll be per-

formed automatically, so as to permit the dcli,·ery of 30 to 40 

shots 'per minute without interm ission . 

For this the gun is mounted on a spec ial standing ca rriage 

of sufficient weig ht, and fitted with th e means of prevent ing 

recoi l. 

To obtai n the required rJnge and tension of the trajectory, 

the powdcr-clJJrge is proportionally high, the calibre necessarily 

small, and the projectile very long, so that with a given \\'eight 

of projectile, the proportion of weight to sectional surface shall 

be as large as possible. 

The ammunition is simila r to that of the Revolving Cannon. 

"\ mct;.dli c cart ridge-case holds the charge, projectile, primer, 
F 
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and lubricating .vad combined in one. The projectile has a brass 

packing to take the rifling. 

The cartridges are p laced singly into the feed -trough or 

the g un , and from thence they a rc automatically distributed to 

the barrels, and then fi red. 

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF THE H OTC HKI SS 

REVOLVING FORTIFICATION GUN. 

Cal ibre 
Total length of bore 
Length of rifling 
Rifling, 0ne turn in 

Number of grooves 
Width of lands 
Depth of grooves 
Number of barrels 
Weight of each barrel 
Total weight of gun 

Twist and depth of grooves unifurm. 

52mm 

156o""" 
[226 1111 0 

14 
2.5~~~m 

o.smm 

3 

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS OF THE 

AMMUNITION. 

Weight of body of projectile 
, , percussion fuse 
, , bursting charge 

Total weight of projectile complete for firing 
Length of projectile 
Charge of powder 

I. nokil 

0 : ISOkil 

o.o8okil · 
2 . 000kil 

210mm 
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Comparin~ various effects, the inventor is of O,Jtnion that ~l 

far more destructive result may be obtained from 30 to 40 

rounds weighing 2 k;l each, from this gun du ring the time 

necessa ry to fire three to four projectiles weighing perhaps 

2 5 to 3dB· from a large ordinary fortification gun. 

When rapidity can be combined with accuracy of fire 

the effect is certainly great, and the advantage is gained, with 

a rapidl y-firing gun, to be able to produce a terribly destruc-

ti\·e fire in dq:isive moments in an engagement, so that this 

g un, \\'orked systematically and with deliberation, will no doubt 

produce very fonnidable effects. It will be found of parti cu lar 

value for clearing-away troops in the act of fortifying them-

~clves, or when they are bring ing siege-artillery into position ; 

also for dislodg ing siege-batteries and repelling assaults. Its 

proper application in fortificati ons will make it almost impossible 

for an enemy to establish himself within its range. 

The author hopes that this description may serve to draw 

the attention of military authorities to Mr. Hotchkiss's system 

of arm, as it certainly deservf's their serious consideration, and 

" ·ill doubtless bear its full share in the determination of future 

\rars, for but little demonstration is needed to point out the 

fearful execution of which such an arm is capable. 



LIST OF PLATES. 

1. GUN AND CARRIAGE, WITH OUT THF. SHIELD. 

2. GUN AND CARRIAGE, WITH TilE SHIELD OJ'ENFll, r:--.; 

FIRING POSITION. 

3· GUI\, WITH TliE CARRIAGE AND LJMl.lEI{, WITH TllE SIUE!.D 

CLOSED, AND THE GUN LIMBERED-UP. 

4· GEOMETRICAL DRAWINGS AND SECTIONS OF TilE GUN. 

5· AMMUNITTO USED WITH THE GUN. 

6. GEO:'I1ETRICA!. DRAWINGS OF TilE CARRIAGE. · 
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HOTCHI<ISS ' PATENT REVOLVING CANNON 

Front Vlew of tht" breech 

Plan 

LcnSJtudmal Sechon t.hrou.gh E F 
l.on,"':Jludmal St<euon through the lane of ans 

Scale of '+...- IY-/1 .... 1+•' :1:'1.. __:r... II '
4 

H ~"'. Il l ·~ I.! 
7p .••. t • •. ~f '~+-+ I' rr C.'•liiUIIiiiT.:s 

·.:erucal Secuon tlu·uugh G H . 

A...., ·' 11·-~~''""'· "-Jo.Ao~JW.. I 



AMMUNITION FOR THE HOTCHKISS' REVOLVING CANNON 

l' uli s1ze 

"":1:--·.rhige · \·~·-- ·h::,r--:- "'' 

I 
Sect10n of fuse 

showmg pos1Gon of pl un~er 
before Lhe dtscharge 

Sect.Jon of fuse 
showmg poSJilon uf plunger 

durmg the llight 
I 

' Safety plug 

Fled cc.se WJth ten cartndgus 

P!c.~l 

:arit.tdwai scc·.1 '·· 

Seclwn of fuse 
showmg construction 

of plunger 

Scale J.J. 

,tr-.~ lc..t:' sechor: 
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